TEACHING AMERICAN HISTORY PROJECT

Lesson Title – A Description of George Washington
Grade - 8
Length of class period – 50 min.
Inquiry – (What essential question are students answering, what problem are they
solving, or what decision are they making?)
Having recently concluded our Revolutionary War Unit, should Thomas Jefferson be
considered a reliable source of information in assessing the character and personal
attributes of George Washington?
Objectives (What content and skills do you expect students to learn from this lesson?)
1. Students will gain a unique insight of George Washington as assessed by Thomas
Jefferson in response to a questioning letter by Dr. Walter Jones.
2. Students will become familiar with several challenging vocabulary words.
3. Students will discern positive versus negative comments about Washington.
4. Students will give specific examples of why they feel Jefferson’s account is or is
not reliable.
Materials (What primary sources or local resources are the basis for this lesson? – (please attach)
-Each student will receive a copy of Thomas Jefferson’s description of George
Washington (as written to Dr. Walter Jones.)
Activities (What will you and your students do during the lesson to promote learning?)
1. As students follow along on their own papers, instructor will orally read
Jefferson’s brief account, stopping frequently to discuss challenging vocabulary
words and many salient content points.
2. At these conversation points, students will be encouraged to share their
observations, questions and opinions as the instructor will interact heavily with
them, sharing examples, etc.
How will you assess what student learned during this lesson?
In a written essay, in response to the class discussion during the reading, students will be
expected to infer whether any of Jefferson’s words contain hyperbole or if his high praise
was warranted. Students should also assess which passages could be considered negative
and how that effects their own opinions of the piece. Students should further consider the
poetic beauty of Jefferson’s use of the written word. Finally, students will evaluate
specific examples of why they do or do not think Jefferson gives an accurate portrayal of
George Washington.

Connecticut Framework Performance Standards –
Standard 1- Historical Thinking
• formulate historical questions based on primary and secondary sources, including
documents, eyewitness accounts, letters and diaries, artifacts, real or simulated
historical sites, charts, graphs, diagrams and written texts

• examine data to determine the adequacy and sufficiency of evidence, point of view,
historical context, bias, distortion and propaganda, and to distinguish fact from opinion;
• analyze data in order to see persons and events in their historical context, understand
causal factors and appreciate changeover time;
• examine current concepts, issues, events and themes from historical perspectives and
identify principle conflicting ideas between competing narratives or interpretations of
historical events; and
• develop written narratives and short interpretative essays, as well as other appropriate
presentations from investigations of source materials.
Standard 4- Applying History
• display empathy for people who have lived in the past

